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Abstract

This paper presents a memory efficient single pass speech
recognizer that makes use of pre-computed FMLLR trans-
formations for online speaker adaptation. For that purpose
we apply unsupervised segment clustering to the training
corpus, create a transformation matrix for each cluster, and
train a text-independentGaussian mixture classifier for clus-
ter selection during runtime. We use the RWTH Aachen
University open source speech recognition toolkit for evalu-
ation and compare the results to a standard speaker adaptive
two pass decoding strategy. Results indicate that the method
improves single pass recognition in VTLN feature space al-
most without overhead due to cluster selection, and show a
relative improvement of up to 15 percent over speaker adap-
tative decoding, if only little data is available for unsuper-
vised online adaptation.
Index Terms:speaker adaptation, cluster adaptive training,
one pass speech recognition.

1. Introduction

State of the art large vocabulary continuous speech recog-
nizers, like e.g. [1, 2], usually make use of a two pass
decoding strategy: Speaker independent acoustic models
are used in a first decoding pass in order to provide a pre-
liminary transcript, which is then used for online speaker
adaptation, and which is followed by a second decoding
pass that utilize speaker adaptive models for the creation
of a final, more accurate transcript. Popular normalization
and adaptation techniques employed between the two de-
coder passes are vocal tract length normalization (VTLN),
cf. [3], and (feature-space) maximum likelihood linear re-
gression (fMLLR, MLLR) [4, 5]. Prior to first pass de-
coding the sketched setup may make use of a segmentation
and clustering component. While segmentation of the au-
dio into speech and silence segments is performed in order
to avoid the unnecessary decoding of non-speech segments,
clustering helps to identify speaker changes (for example, in
broadcast news shows), and/or is used to find signal portions
that can undergo the same transformation during adaptation.

Speaker normalization, online adaptation and second pass
decoding can provide gains of 30 percent and more in word
error rate [2], but do so at the cost of increased computing
time. For example, the real time (1xRT) system described
in [6] spends only 25 percent of its time in the acoustic fron-
tend and first pass decoding, whereas the remaining 75 per-
cent are shared between adaptation (roughly 20 percent, in-
cluding alignment) and second pass decoding (55 percent).
The work presented here aims to avoid these drawbacks

by borrowing ideas from clustering of training speakers,
which has been successfully applied in the past in dictation
systems [7, 8]. For that purpose, Section 2 briefly reviews
speaker clustering and its use during recognition. Section
3 presents a modified approach that considers the needs of
todays applications, like e.g. memory efficiency for high
scalability, or the need for text independent cluster selec-
tion. Section 4 gives results obtained with a state-of-the-art
open-source speech recognizer [1, 9], before Section 5 con-
cludes with an outlook on future work.

2. Pre-clustering of training data revisited

2.1. Method

Introduced for the use in desktop dictation systems, pre-
clustering of training speakers was mainly designed to pro-
vide a better out-of-box word error rate or to reduce the
need for (offline) speaker adaptation [7]. More recently, it
has been found beneficial for applications like, for exam-
ple, Voice Search, which must face great acoustic variablity
and quite weak language model constraints at the same time
[10]. Cluster adaptive training comprises the following steps:

1. Partitioning: The training corpus is divided into a
given number of acoustically similar clusters of speak-
ers. For that purpose, either a priori knowledge (like
gender and/or dialect information [8]) or an align-
ment based characterization of the speakers’ acoustic
space can be used. For example, in [7] a speaker is
represented by the concatenation of single-gaussian
emission densities of a phone based Hidden-Markov-
Model system. Partitions are created in a bottom-up
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clustering procedure that evaluates the Euclidean dis-
tance between these supervectors.

2. Model training: Following the standard recipes for
the training of Hidden-Markov-Model based speech
recognizers, an acoustic model is trained for each clus-
ter. Dependent on the amount of data, a cluster acous-
tic model may be created from the partition data only,
or it may result from adaptation of a general acoustic
model trained with all data.

3. Cluster selection and recognition: Based on a small
amount of audio collected from a test speaker, the
best suited cluster is identified using the same dis-
tance measure as in training. In a desktop dictation
system, cluster identification is typically done ”un-
der the cover”, for example, by prompting the user
for a phonetically well designed speech sample dur-
ing microphone setup. The selected acoustic model
is then used for the recognition of the test speaker’s
utterances; it may also be subject to further (offline)
adaptation once a sufficient amount of user data has
been collected.

2.2. Discussion

Being developed as a method for offline speaker adaptation
that takes place during the setup of a dictation system, pre-
clustering of training speakers shows the following disad-
vantages with respect to today’s application scenarios:

• Manifold of acoustic models: Storing and/or (dynamic)
loading of several acoustic models becomes a cost
factor for applications that run tens or hundreds of
speech recognizers in parallel. In particular, it may be
prohibitive, if the models provide a high acoustic res-
olution by using a quite large number of Gaussians.
Instead, for a resource efficient runtime behaviour it
is preferable to store a memory-mapped version of a
general acoustic model and provide a feature space
transformation per cluster that is applied based on the
result of the cluster selection process.

• Runtime cluster selection: Prompting the user for a
(phonetically balanced) portion of speech is not an
option in almost any scenario. Instead, a text inde-
pendent cluster selection is preferred in order to avoid
any kind of first pass decoding and alignment and to
keep the recognizer architecture simple.

On the other hand, there are some potential benefits of the
method:

• Robustness of adaptation: Being computed on a fairly
large amount of training data, parameter estimation

may be more robust (but also less specific) than in an
online scenario.

• Supervised vs. unsupervised adaptation: Clustered
training is based on the correct script rather than on
the erroneous transcript of first pass decoding.

3. Online adaptation with pre-stored FMLLR
transformations

Following above considerations we train a speaker adaptive
clustered acoustic model and a text-independent cluster se-
lection mechanism as follows:
Partitioning of the training corpus is unsupervised and

based on segments, i.e. different utterances from the same
speaker are allowed do belong to different clusters. Seg-
ments are represented by the mean and full covariance of
MFCC feature vectors and clustering is based on general-
ized likelihood ratio. The number of partitions is controlled
via a Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC, cf. [11]).
Given the reference transcripts for all training segments

belonging to a cluster, a VTLN-adapted acoustic model is
used for the estimation of a single FMLLR transform for
each cluster. Subsequently, the FMLLR-VTLN canonical
features are used in a standard EM procedure for training a
”cluster adaptive” acoustic model. Finally, the transforma-
tion matrices are stored for further use during single pass
decoding.
In order to enable single pass decoding the cluster selec-

tion mechanism must be independent of alignment. For that
purpose, we train a Gaussian mixture classifier using a dif-
ferent feature vector (12 MFCCs, 12 delta coefficient, and
one acceleration coefficient). In this model, each cluster is
represented by a single Gaussian with diagonal covariance
matrix. A similar classifier using the very same feature vec-
tor is also trained for fast, text independent warping factor
estimation, cf. [3].
During runtime each utterance or segment is first eval-

uated by both Gaussian mixture classifiers, resulting in a
warping factor and a cluster identifier. Associated with the
identifier is a FMLLR transformation matrix that was esti-
mated and stored during training; this transformation is now
applied to the warped MFCC feature vectors and the trans-
formed features are finally used in a single recognition pass.

4. Experiments

All experiments reported in this section were performedwith
the RWTH Aachen University open source speech recogni-
tion toolkit [9] that offers all components needed to setup
the clustered recognition system presented here. Notably
these components are:
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• speaker adaptive training in VTLN feature space,

• a Gaussian mixture classifier for fast and text-inde-
pendent cluster selection during runtime,

• unsupervised segment clustering (used here for the
creation of speaker clusters), and

• an efficient tree search decoder.

Wemade use of the freely available CMUCensus Database
for which the RWTH toolkit provides recipes for the de-
velopment of a 100 word speech recognizer. The database
consists of roughly 30 minutes of training material (948
utterances from 74 speakers, 21 of them females), and 6
minutes of test data (130 utterances from 10 speakers, 3 of
them females). We downsampled the database to telephony
speech bandwidth and used the training transcripts for the
creation of a trigram languagemodel with modified Kneser-
Ney smoothing [12]. Reconfiguration of the acoustic fron-
tend, clustering of training speakers, and the introduction
of cluster selection during recognition were easily done by
adapting the configuration files provided with the toolkit for
the components mentioned above.
We trained single state triphone HMMs with Gaussian

mixture emission probabilities and a globally pooled, diag-
onal covariance matrix. Models of different acoustic reso-
lution with 3.000 – 14.000 Gaussians were created by per-
forming up to eight splits of the mixtures set. The baseline
acoustic models for single and two pass pass decoding are
trained in VTLN and VTLN-FMLLR feature space, respec-
tively. Speaker adaptive training makes use of the speaker
information provided in the training database. For the clus-
ter adaptive training proposed in Section 3 the 948 utter-
ances of the training corpus were automatically grouped
into five clusters, resulting in five FMLLR adaptation ma-
trices being stored for cluster adaptive recognition.
The so created acoustic models were used in four differ-

ent recognition experiments:

1. VTL: single pass decoding in VTLN feature space,

2. VTL-SAT-L: two pass decoding with speaker labels
obtained from unsupervised test corpus clustering,

3. VTL-SAT: two pass decodingwithout speaker labels,
and

4. VTL-CLU: single pass cluster adaptive decoding, i.e.
selection and use of pre-computed FMLLR training
transformations, also without speaker labels.

Whereas VTL and VTL-SAT-L are the standard setups
for single and two pass decoding, VTL-CLU evaluates the
recognizer proposed in Section 3. Both VTL-CLU and VTL-
SAT make no use of speaker information, but determine

a FMLLR transformation for each individual utterance of
the test corpus, either by cluster selection (VTL-CLU) or
by online adaptation (VTL-SAT). With an average test ut-
terance length of only 2.75 seconds, both experiments aim
at the simulation of scenarios like, for example, Voicemail
transcription or Voice Search, where short utterances and a
small amount of adaptation data are predominant.
Recognition results and normalized real time factors for

VTL, VTL-SAT-L, and VTL-CLU are shown in Table 1.
It can be seen that cluster dependent decoding outperforms
single pass recognition both with respect to word error rate
and real time (despite of the additional effort for cluster se-
lection), but in terms of word error rate can not compete
with standard two pass decoding.

3k 5.6k 8.8k 12k 14k
VTL 9.83 9.96 8.67 9.06 9.70
VTL-SAT-L 9.06 7.63 7.63 7.63 8.15
VTL-CLU 8.93 8.93 8.41 8.41 9.18

3k 5.6k 8.8k 12k 14k
VTL 0.65 0.54 0.47 0.42 0.38
VTL-SAT-L 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
VTL-CLU 0.50 0.40 0.33 0.32 0.31

Table 1: Word error rates (top) and normalized real time
factors (bottom) for models of different acoustic resolution.

However, the picture changes, if the two pass strategy
does not make use of test corpus clustering, but estimates
an individual FMLLR transform for each short utterance
(VTL-SAT), cf. Table 2. In this case, VTL-CLU outper-
formsVTL-SAT, suggesting that the ”average” FMLLR trans-
formation computed on the training data is better suited, if
only little adaptation data can be gathered online.

3k 5.6k 8.8k 12k 14k
VTL-SAT 9.70 10.22 8.93 9.93 9.44
VTL-CLU 8.93 8.93 8.41 8.41 9.18

Table 2: Word error rates for utterance based online adap-
tation (VTL-SAT) and adaptation with pre-computed trans-
forms.

Finally, Table 3 shows oracle word error rates for single
pass decoding with pre-computed FMLLR transformations.
The results demonstrate that VTL-CLU can compete with
the standard approach to two pass decoding (VTL-SAT-L),
if the transformation that yields lowest word error rate is
known in advance. Therefore, the results suggest to put fur-
ther efforts in the cluster selection scheme.
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3k 5.6k 8.8k 12k 14k
VTL-SAT-L 9.06 7.63 7.63 7.63 8.15
VTL-CLU-o 7.24 7.50 7.50 7.12 7.24

Table 3: Word error rates for online adaptation
(VTL-SAT-L) vs. oracle word error rates for adaptationwith
pre-computed transforms (VTL-CLU-o).

5. Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, we presented a cluster adaptative single pass
speech recognizerwith a Gaussian mixture classifier for text-
independent cluster selection. Additional memory require-
ments for the multiple acoustic models are minimal, since
each cluster model is represented only by a transformation
matrix of size less than 20 kilobytes. Results obtained with
an open source state of the art speech recognition toolkit and
a public available data set demonstrate the feasibility of the
approach, but also show runtime cluster selection as a major
source for further improvement.
More recently, we have started to carry over the ap-

proach presented here to discriminatively trained models
using MPE [13] on top of the clustered acoustic model. In
doing so, unsupervised clustering of several tens of thou-
sands of speakers via generalized likelihood ratio and BIC
turned out to be a major computational effort that needs to
be reduced.
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